
Eliminate Network Complexity in the Cloud
Aviatrix’ vision is to make cloud networking just as dynamic and simple as storage and compute. 
The Aviatrix software-defined cloud routers provide point and click, secure networking software 
designed for cloud and network engineers to easily run hybrid and multicloud environments in AWS.

Business Challenges
While compute and storage are easy to do in the 
cloud today, networking is not. This is hindering 
organizations’ business transformation efforts.  
Traditional datacenter-era networking is too 
complex to operate in the public cloud, and 
networking limitations exist with public cloud 
platforms.  Supporting innovation and customer 
needs depends on businesses’ ability to:

• Maximize public cloud and on-premises 
investments that work together

• Secure applications and sensitive data in 
the process 

IT Challenges
Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) allows a 
business to launch AWS resources into a virtual 
network that it defines, making the AWS Cloud an 
extension of the business’s data center. However, 
ensuring a reliable and secure connection 
between one’s corporate data center and VPC 
means IT must:

• Understand network-to-Amazon VPC-VPN
connectivity options

• Plan for and design remote connectivity
solutions that enable high availability and
fault tolerance

Solution
Aviatrix delivers purpose-built cloud networking software for AWS that shortens connectivity 
setup time from weeks to minutes, while automating configuration and management of network 
connectivity, security and troubleshooting. The solution is software defined and centrally 
managed – so both cloud and network engineers can run it.

Software-Defined 
Cloud Routing

We are 100 percent AWS and have been from the start. Aviatrix 
automates the deployment of multiple VPN connections to our VPCs 
so that our mortgage and engineering teams can do their jobs in a 

straightforward, secure and compliant manner–all without having to 
hire people with special networking skill sets.



• Next-Generation Global Transit Hub – Managing connectivity from a growing number of VPCs to your
on premise environment can be challenging. Aviatrix provides an AWS recommended global
transit hub, all automated using an API-driven approach with support for AWS native peering,
multiple accounts and multiple regions. The Aviatrix solution includes in-product wizards and
doesn’t require in-depth networking expertise to build and operate.

• Remote User VPN – Controlling remote user access to VPCs is an important security requirement in
AWS. Aviatrix enables enterprise-class, secure remote access to public cloud services. The SSL VPN
solution allows developers, employees and partners to access public cloud services without
requiring a jump host.

• VPC Egress Security and NAT Gateway – A whitelisting security capability specially designed for
workloads in AWS cloud. It performs layer 7 filtering of Internet bound egress traffic initiated
from workloads in a VPC. It includes a layer 4 stateful firewall filter for specifying policies using
allow or deny rules based on network, IP addresses, protocol and ports.

• Secure Multicloud Peering – The Aviatrix Controller– combined with native API-based support for
AWS, Google and Azure public clouds - helps eliminate the disconnect between tools with
different owners and interfaces and enable operations teams to centrally manage and maintain
cloud implementations that span multiple public cloud services.

• Encrypted Peering – Point and click solution creates encrypted IPsec tunnels between any two VPCs
or between any site and an AWS VPC. The two VPCs may be in the same region, different regions
(inter-region) or in different clouds (inter-cloud). The Aviatrix solution integrates native AWS VPC
peering and is ideal for organizations with requirements to encrypt data-in-motion, running
workloads in multiple clouds, hitting AWS route limits or require 10Gbps throughput on
encrypted connections.
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Aviatrix for AWS consists of two components: the Aviatrix Gateway, which is deployed on-premises or in the VPC; and 
the Aviatrix Controller, which provides centralized orchestration and management of one or more Gateways. 

Once these components are deployed you can begin building AWS networking use cases.

Customer Use Cases
AWS customers use the Aviatrix solution to support multiple networking use cases, including
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